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1. INTRODUCTION 

The search for possible phase transitions in nuclei and 
properties of excited nuclear matter are the main subject of 
investigations in nowadays relativistic nuclear physics. Tra
ditional estimates of temperature and density in different ex
periments at the energy of incident temperature nuclei P = 0.87 
7 4. A GeV/c 111 have shown that these quantities grow whith in
creasing of collision energy. The identical analysis of data 
on nucleus-nucleus collisions was performed in the experiment 
using the 2 m propane bubble chamber. irradiated in the carbon 
nucleus beam at 4.2· A GeV/c. The obtained results show that 
in CC collisions the temperature may reach 130 7 150 MeV and 
the density of nuclear matter can be more than the normal den
sity121. The analysis of these values using theoretically cal
culated phase diagrams pointed out that one can reach such a 
·stage of excited nuclear matter which is transitional between 
hadron matter and quark-gluon plasma (fig. 1). 

The study of main regularities of multiple particle produc
tion and properties of nuclear· matter in the transitional re

gion is the subject of the 
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paper. 
To describe multiple par

ticle processes we used dimen
sionless relativistic invari~ 

. (pi 
ant quantities b ik· = - -

mi 

pk 2 . 2 h. h - -) = -(u1 - u k) w 1c 
mk 

are the difference of 4-velo-
cities of two various partic
les 1 and k 131 

• The applica
bility of these variables is 
caused by the following. In 
nuclear collisions in each 
i~dividual case it is experi
mentally impossible to deter
mine the number of interact
i~g nucleons on the incident 
and target nucleus. That is 
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why by analysing Lorentz-noninvariant characteristics of se
condary particles in the nucleus-nucleus c.m.s. some kinema
tical effects can occur which are due to the fact that in each 
case the c.m.s. does not coincide with the nucleus-nucleus 
c.m.s. 

The use of b 1k for the anaiysis of hadron jet properties 
production 1which is connected with the quark structure of had
rons and nuclei,allows one to simplify the analysis of experi
mental information and to obtain a set of new interesting re-
gularities. . . . 

In relativistic invariant approach the jet is considered as 
hadron cluster in the 4-velociti space (i.e. a group of partic
les with small b1k ). The centre of cluster Va (or jet axis) is 
determined as follows/4/ 

V a = ~ u1 I v ( ~ u 1) 
2 

, 
- 1 

Va is a single 4-vector. The distribution of jet particles on 
bk =- (Va - u~) 2 - squared 4-velocity relative to the centre 
Vais stu~ied~ The performed analy~is of hadron jet properties 
in soft 11 p, 11 C, pp, pp and hard vN collisions shows that 
properties of 4-dimension invariant jets are similar in soft 
and hard particle collisions at similar energies in the c.m.s. 
and do n£!.depend on the t7pe of interaction and its energy 
within yS = 6 ..;. 20 GeV 15"7 • Hadron jet properties have been 
studied using relativistic invariant approach in the events 
with e+e--annihilation simulated by the LUND model within the 
energy interval W = 6 ..;. 100 GeV. In this case it was shown 
that the average quantity of bk in one jet remained approxia
tely constant in the considered energy interval181 • Thus, had
ron jet properties are characterized by asymptotic behaviour. 

Generalizing main regularities of particle production con
nected with quark structure of hadrons and nuclei, such as 
scale invariance, limiting fragmentation, universality of 
hadron jet properties, etc., the correlation depletion and 
automodelity principles have been formulated using lorentz
invariant and dimensionless variables b1k 191 • The principle 
of automodelity was effectively applied to solve equations in 
mechanics of continuous media, in theories of heat and shock 
waves extention and in a set of problems described by nonlinear 
equations of some variables 1101 • Adopting the automodelity so
lution in mechanics of continuous media the automodelity prin
ciple was formulated for multiple particleproduction. Then 
correlation depletion and automodelity principles can be writ
ten as follows/9/ 
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· 1 a b~k. ~ . bai 
W(bak ,b{3k'baf3••••)1b oo~-mw (bak'Xk=-b-)·W (b{3i'Xi=-b-). 

a{3... b a/3 a{3 · a{3 (1) 

Here W is invariant cross section or probability distribution, 
describing multiple particle production in the relative 4-velo
city space; a and {3 are two hadron jets or some other noncor
related (or weakly correlated) secondary particle systems 
which are considered as clusters in this space; bak , b8 k.-, .• etc., 
squared relative 4-velocities which can be understooa tram 
fig. 2. 
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For the jet production ex~ 
pression (1) means that their 
properties starting with so
me values of ba/3 can be de
scribed approximately by in
dependent functions, charac
terized by asymptotic behavi
our on two similarity parame-
ters bak and x k· The conside

red functions do not depend on quantities of ba{3• i.e. they ob
tain automodelity on this variable. Such asymptotic behaviour 
is called intermediate asymptotics. 

Thus, it has been shown that asymptotic properties of hadron 
jets are a consequence of more general regularities of multip
le particle production, namely, the correlation depletion and 
automodelity principles. 

One can expect that a number of intermediate asymptotics, 
corresponding to different stages of excited nuclear matter, 
will be observed in nuclear collisions. For example, spectator 
nucleons, produced under the decay of the excited nucleus, ex
hibit asymptotic properties already at the energies of the 
projectile E > 1 GeV. 

In this co;nection in papers /9,11/ it has been suggested 
that baryon jets (i.e. clusters in the 4-velocity space) with 
asymptotic properties within some energy intervals as well as 
those of hadron jets can be produced in the transition region 
in relativistic nuclear collisions. 

That is why w·e apply for the study of baryon clusters pro
duction and their properties in p, d, He, C and 11- collisions 
with carbon nuclei within an energy interval P = 4 ·A..;. 40 GeV/c. 

·z. EXPERIMENT AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The experimental data on these collisions are obtained with 
the aid of the 2-m propane bubble chamber irrgdiated in beams 
of p, d, He and C particles at the Synchrophasotron (Labora-
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tory of High Energies) and in 77- -meson beams at IHEP. The me
thod of experiment and processing of scanning information are 
given in papers 112•131 • Here we should mention some peculiari
ties of identification of positive secondary particles. The lo
wer boundary, starting with which one detects protons in the 

·propane chamber, is Plab = 150 MeV/ c. 
By path and ionization protons differ from 77+ mesons up to 

Plab = 900 MeV/c. Positive one-charged particles were conside
red to be protons in p, d, He and CC collisions and 77 + me
sons in 77-C collisions. Admixture of 77+ mesons among positive 
Particles in p , d, He and CC events does not exceed 12%. 

~-
Deuteron (d) and triton (t) admlxture among slow protons ac-
cording to different estimates is about 10 + 15%. Fast positi
ve charged particles with Q ~ +2 differ from one-charged by 
ionization. The total statistics of events is -41000. 

The analysis of inclusive proton distributions in CC colli
sions1141 and the study of collective properties by spheri
city and trust1151 have shown that production of two proton 
clusters is expected. Their formation is tonnected with beam 
and-target fragmentation regions. In the events with proton 
multiplicity np ~ 4 proton clusters were separated out by mi
nimizing the quantity 

[ ...:- . a 2 ( {3 2 A 2 = min _..., (Va - uk) -I V a-u. ) 1, 
. k . i /J 

1 
(2) 

where Va and V {:3 are centres of clusters a and (3 • Spectator 
(Plab $ 250 MeV/c) .and stripping (Plab ~ 3.0 GeV/c and () < 4°) 
protons were excluded from analysis. All possible combinations 
of np protons were considered to separate out the two groups. 
It _was assumed that there were produced two clusters or a 
cluster and one positive charged particle, if the "distance" 
between separated out proton groups baf3 satisfies the condi
tion 

baf3 = -(V a - V (3 ) 
2 ~ 1 • (3) 

If clusters do not satisfy this condition, the event is con
sidered to be undivided. The part of undivided events does not 
exceed 15~. The average yalue of bk for clusters in CC colli
sions is bk = 0.32, and baB = 2.3, i.e. the average "size" of 
the cluster (bk) in the relative 4-velocity space is substan
tially smaller, than "distances" (ba{3) between them. 

Clusters produced in target fragmentation have been studied 
only because the identification of positive particles was more 
hopeful. The'method of selection of such clusters is.described 
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in detail in papers /16, 171 • Minimum proton multiplicity in 
clusters is np = 2. The average multiplicity <n p >in CC events 
is equal to <n p > = 3. 7. 

3. PROPERTIES OF NUCLEON CLUSTERS 

Inyariant F(bk) proton distributions have been analysed 
to study nucleon claster properties. The function F(b~ is 

invariant cross section E ~ expressed in bk and integrated 
on angular variables. dp 

F(bk) = ~ f 1 du dU 
m2 ...; bk + b~/ 4- dbkdU · 

(4) 

Figs. 3 and 4 present normalized functions F(bk) for clus
ters in pC , dC , He and CC interactions. Figures show that 
the given dependences have exponential character in pC and 
CC collisions. · 

F(bk) =a1exp(-bk/<bk>1). (5) 

Invariant functions F(bk) for HeC and CC collisions can be 
approximated as a sum of two exponential dependences 
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F(bk) = a 1exp(-bk/<bk> 1) + a2exp(-bk/<bk>2 ). (6) 

It is.easy to show that the quantity bk is unambiguously 
connected with the kinetic energy of particle in the cluster 
rest frame 

2E 
bk= 2-2 
. mk 

2Tk 
--' mk 

(7) 

here E k and Tk are the total and kinetic energy of protons in 
the cluster rest frame. Hence, it follows that one can calcu
late the "temperature" of protons in clusters defining the 
values of parameters <bk > 

1 
and <bk > 2 by approximation. In the 

present case the slope of invariant cross sections J-duin the 
cluster rest frame was determined as follows p dT 
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Table 1 

Type of Momentum Cluster I Cluster II 
' interac- P, GeV/c <bk >1 <T>l' <bk>2 <T>2' 

tion 
MeV MeV 

pC 4.2 0.133 ± 0.004 62 ± 2 
dC 4.2 ·A 0.147 ± 0.002 67 ± 1 
HeC 4.2· A 0.147±0.008 67-± 4 0.248± 0.022 118±10 
cc 4.2 ·A 0.154 ± 0.014 72 ± 7 0.288± 0.028 135±13 
pC 10 0.158±0.005 74 ± 2 

<bk > = 
2<Tk> 

(8) -. 
mk 

The values of temperature obtained in this manner indifferent 
collisions are given in Table 1. From these data one can draw 
a conclusion that clusters with <T> 1 = 60 + 70 MeV are obser
ved in all considered interactions. In addition, in CC colli
sions clusters with higher temperature <T> 2 = 120 + 130 MeV . 
are observed. Systematic errors connected with identification 
of positive particles are about 10%. The contribution of such 
clusters is not large and in CC collisions is about (20 ± 6)%. 
The study of proton properties from identical clusters with 
the aid of traditional variables has shown that they are pro
duced mainly in the central region on rapidity y and have re
latively large transverse momenta <P2>=0.51± 0.05 (GeV/c)21171. 

In figs.S and 6 proton distributions on variables bk and 
xk in the'first type clusters, produced in pC, dC, HeC and 

CC collisions, are compared with analogous data for rr-C inter
actions at P = 40 GeV/c. One can see that all distributions 
coincide within experimental errors. 

Thus, the properties of nucleon clusters with <T>1 = 60 + 
+ 70 MeV in accordance with automodelity principle, depend on 
neither the type of projectile nor its energy within an inter
val 4 + 40 GeV/c. Universality of baryon cluster properties 
points out that we observe asymptotic state of excited nuclear 
matter in the transition domain of relativistic nuclear colli
sions. 

The obtained data are in agreement with.the results of in
vestigation on proton properties in nucleus-nucleus .collisions 
published in papers by S.Nagamiya, V.Manko and other co
authors /18, 19/ • 
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4. DEPENDENCE OF CLUSTER PROPERTIES 
.ON PROTON MULTIPLICITY 

~K 

Fig. 6 

The observation of clusters in CC collisions with <T> 2 = 
= 130 MeV could mean in nucleus-nucleus collision an occurance 
of new maximum in their production, connected with multinucle
on interactions. The temperature of clusters has been defined 
depending on their multiplicity np to study this problem. Tab
le 2 presents cross sections and temperature of clusters with 
multiplicity np = 2 - 7 in pC, dC and CC events. The dependen
ce of <T> on multiplicity np is shown in fig. 7 as well. From 
the represented data one can see that the temperature in clus
ters in all the considered collisions grows with increasing 

· of their multiplicity and reaches 120 MeV at np = 6 in CC col
lisions. However, in pC, dC collisions it is systematically 
lower, than in CC ones at similar values of n P • The invariant 
functions F(bu

0
), describing cluster distributions relative 

to target nucleus for CC and pC collisions are given in figs.8 
and 9. Here bu 0 = -(u II - V) 2 is the squared 4-velocities 
with respect to the target. The function F(biic ) represents 

invariant cross section E du , (where E and P energy and c ;t c c 
dt"c 

8· 

y 

Table 2 

pC, dC cc 

Number u, mb <T>, Number of u, mb <T>, MeV np of events MeV events 

2 212 19 49 ± 2 447 47 58 ± 2' 
3 358 32 64 ± 2 514 55 82 ± 2 
4 119 11 77 ± 3 335 36 94 ± 2 
5 26 2.3 92 ± 9 204 22 112 ± 3 
6 - - - 110 12 120 ± 4 
7 - - - 68 7 

momentUm of the whole cluster) expressed by the deperidence on 
variable bile and intergrated on angular variable. The functi
on F(bue) is written in the analogous manner (4) •. 

The figures show that the function F(blle) with small pro
ton multiplicity in clusters np = 2 + 4 in CC collisions has 
two slopes, defined by parameters <bu0 >1 and <bu0 >2 • These 
values can be found by approximation of experimental data by 
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the sum of two exponential func
tions analogous to (6). Behavi
our of the function F(b lie ) can 
be desctibed by exponential de
pendence identical to type (5) 
at large multiplicities n P =5-6. 
In pC collisions only one slope 
is·observed in the experimental 
distribution F(buc ) • 

The values of parameters 
<bu0 >1 and <bn0 > 2 obtai?ed by 
approximation of experimental 

~ data by the exponential dependen
ces of the type (5) and (6) are 
given in Table 3. Analysing the 
obtained data one can make a 
conclusion that the first slope 
of F (b lie ) is connected with 
cluster production with <T>1 = 
= 60 + 70 MeV. The contribution 
of these clusters decreases with 
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growing of multiplicity np and is not observed at all at n ?::. 5 
within experimental errors. The second slope can be due tci 
production of high-temperature clusters <:T>2 = 120 7 130 MeV. 
The contribution of clusters of this type is too little with 
small multiplicities np in CC 
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collisions and is not observed 
in pC ones within experimental 
errors. Apparently, the fact 
the temperature in clusters in 
CC events on all values of np 
is higher, than in pC .. and dC · 
ones, can be explained by the 
presence of high temperature 
components for all multiplici
ties. 

Thus, the appearance of high 
temperature clusters in cc col
lisions is connected with mul
tinucleon interaction's. The 
cross section of clusters with 
n P = 5 7 7 is equal to 40 mb, 
it is -57. from all inelastic CC 
collisions. A natural question 
arises: whether the temperature 
of such type of clusters will 
increase more with growing of 
the number of interacting nuc
leons or it will obtain asymp
totic value. The latter will 
point out to the existence of 
another intermediate asympto-
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Table 3 

Dp al a2 <hue >1 · <hue >2 . 
2 o. 92 ± 0.13 0.08± 0.03 0.13±0.02 0.63± 0.12 
3 0.87±0.16 0.13 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 9-06 
4 0.72±0.36 0.28 ± 0.06 0.06 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.03 
5 - 1 - 0.33 ± 0~02 
6 - 1 - 0.37 ±0.05 

tics in relativistic nuclear collisions. Further experiments 
could answer this question. 

To study the problem on possibility of production of quasi
stationary states of nucleons in multinucleon nucleus-nucleus 
collisions the effective mass spectra of nucleon _clusters de
pending on multiplicity of protons have been constructed 
(fig. 10). 

As was shown in the analysis experimental distributions 
based on the statistics obtained could be satisfactorily de
scribed by the Breit-Wigner function 
at np ?:;, 5 
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a2 
F(M) =- , 

(M -M0 ) 2 + r 2/4 
(9) 

-where Mo and r are seen to be equal with np = 5.- M0 = 5.24 ± 
± 0.04 GeV and r = 0.51 ± 0.07 GeV; with np = 6 - 7 - M0 = 
= (1.08 ± 0~04) +np· mp , GeV and r = 0.74 ± 0.10, GeV. 

The picture is more complicated with smaller values of 
np = 2 ~ 4, and it is difficult to interprete in a simple 
manner. ~ 

5. SIZES OF PROTON EMISSION REGION IN BARYON CLUSTERS 
AND THE DENSITY OF THE NUCLEAR MATTER 

The 9efinition of space - time characteristics in the 
emission region of protons in baryon clusters has been made 
traditionally by means of analysis of interferent correlations 
of pairs of identical particles, in this case protons. 

The t'heoretical view of the correlation function, used for 
the analysis, is given in paper/20/ . The effects, connected 
with quantum statistics of protons, the Coulomb's and strong 
interactions in their finite state are taken into account in 
the formulae. Assuming the independence of proton radiation 
by sources distributed according to the Gaussian law the cor
relation function can be written as follows 

R ( q, P ) = A c (k +) [ l + B 0 ( q , P ; r 0 , r0) + B i ( q, P ; r 0 , r J] , (10) 

where q = P 1- P 2 ; P = P 1 + P2 is the difference and sum of 4-

momenta; k*= ~ y-q2 is the momentum of one proton in the c.m.s. 

of the pair. Theoretical functions have been calculated depend
ing on variable k*. The theoretical functions have been calcu
lated under different values of parameter r 0 and fixed values 
of parameters remained: ~ (the life time of the source) was 
assumed to be equal to -1 fm 121 ·201 ; v = 0.4C was defined as 
average velocity of proton pairs. The terms B0 (q,P;r 0 , r 0), 
Ac (k+), B i (q, P; r0 , r 0) describe the effects of quantum statis
tics, the Coulomb's and strong interaction in the finite state. 
In formula (10) the nuclear potential is taken into account 
in the form of rectangular hole /23/. 

The effect of interferent correlations in the domain of 
small values k* was defined by analysis of the correlation 
function, constructed in the form of the ratio 

/ 

12 

p(k*) 

P¢(k*) 
R(k*)exp (11) 

where p(k*) is the measured densit~of proton pairs in th~ 
phase space, P¢(k*) the density of proton pairs obtained in 
the field of correlation absence. Phone distributions are . 
made by mixing together protons from different events in oc
casional manner. Two-particle correlation functions were ana
lysed for protons at a momentum P :$ 1 GeV/c. 

The method of finding radius ro in the region of proton 
emission in baryon clusters in CC collisions. is seen to be 
described in paper 124/. 

The value of r .m. s. radius <r 2 >1/2 = v3 roof protons in 
the cluster rest frame was <r 2 > 112 = 2. 5 ~~·: , i.e. approxima
tely equal to the radius of carbon nucleus: And the quantity 
of <r 2 > 112 does not depend on proton momentum in the proton · 
rest frame differing from the data of analysis in the labora
tory system. In the iatter case we have observed the depen
dence of the radius ·in the emission region on proton momentum. 

Knowing the sizes of emission region of protons in the 
cluster one can estimate the density of the nuclear matter in 
the production processes. The density was estimated in the 
traditional manner 

P = <v> I i.. rrR 3 
3 . • (12) 

where<v> is the average number of interacting-nucleons in CC 
events in which clusters have been separated out. The value 
R was defined with account of the expansion of emission re
gion: R = < r 2> 1/2 - v. T 0 . Here v is the velocity of protons 
in the rest frame of the cluster. It has been calculated from 
experimental data and is equal to v = 0. 5 C. The time was as
sumed to be -1 fm as well. The quantity <v> was determined 
as the sum of the average number of interacting protons <vp> 
and neutrons <vn >. It was assumed that <vp > = < v n _> 

<v> = <vp > + <vn > :::.2 <vp > = 13.2 ±0.1. (13) 

Proceeding from these assumptions the density of nuclear mat-
ter has been estimated as · 

p/p' =2.7. 
norm 

The quantity of Pnorm for carbon nucleus is equal to 
-0.168. fm-3• Thus, the density of nuclear matter in the pro-
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cesses of baryon cluster production exceeds 2-3 times the 
normal density. The obtained estimations on density are mainly 
applied to the reactions of cluster production with temperatu
re <T >1 = 60 7 70 MeV. The deficiency of statistics does not 
allow one to obtain analogous estimations for clusters with 

· <T>2 = 130 MeV. To compare the latest results of analysis with 
the data on nucleus-nucleus collisions in experiment N A35 1251 

it is of special interest to estimate the density of energy in 
baryon clusters. The density of energy could be written as 

PE = 
EN . <nN > 

.!_11R3 
3 

-"' 

Here <nN> is the average multiplicity of nucleons in the clus~ 
ter, it was about 

<nN > = <n·P > + <n n > :: 2 <n P > = 7.5 , 

-
EN is the average energy of nucleons in the rest frame of ·the 
cluster. For protons this quantity has been defined from the 
experimental data according to the formula 

mpbk 
. EP = T P + mP = ~ + m = 1.04 GeV. 

In addition, we assume that En = Ep. Proceeding from this as
sumption one obtains the following estimation 

pE = 0.25 GeV /fm 3• 

6.HADRON JET PROPERTIES 
IN 11-C INTERACTIONS 

As was mentioned above the process of hadron jet production 
in nuclear collisions is connected with quark degrees of free
dom. That is why it is of special interest to compare the tem
perature and density of nuclear matter in this case with ana
logous characteristics of processes of baryon cluster produc
tion. We hope that such a consistent study of diff~rent stages 
of the excited nuclear matter will be useful! for the solu
tion of the problem on detection of quark-gluon plasma. 

Properties of jets in 11-C collisions at P = 40 GeV/c have 
been analysed with the aid of relativistic invariant approach 

14 ... 

in relative 4-velocity space. As was shown in previous pa
pers 

15
• 

2
6

1 
, in 11-C collisions one can observe the production 

of predominantly two hadron jets: one of which is due to had
ronization of noninteracting quarks from the incident 11- me
son; the other, of interacting quarks, diquarks and multiqu
ark configurations from the carbon nucleus. .. 

·The separation of two jets was performed by minimizing the 
function (2) in events with pion multiplicity n;t ,?4. These 
jets were considered to be divided in the relative 4-velocity 
space, if they satisfy the condition ba~ > 10. A part of undi
vided events is equal to -30%. To determine the region of jet 
production we use variables x

8
t and x

8
P /27/ which characteri

ze a fraction of 4-momentum colliding particles 

X 
= Ma(f:3) (V a({3) • UI ) 

st 
mii (u I • U II ) 

(14) 

and 

Ma{{:3) (V a( {3) • U II ) 
X =------sp 

mi (UI •UII) (15) 

Here Ma({:3) is the effective mass of the jets a and {:3, indices 
I and II refer to the incident pion or target, correspondingly. 
We consider that the jet is formed in the 17- meson fragmenta
tion region if x 8 P ;:: 0. 2 and x st < 0. 2; and in the target frag
mentation region if x 8 t ~ 0.2 and x

8
p< 0.2. 

1,0 

0,1 

0,01 

Jn.~o Go\fc 
p>ojectLu 

f=J'""nt.a.I.Wt 

<r >=155 • 2, Me VI 

The functions F(bk) for pions 
in both jets are given in fig.11. 

n-c, 
406•W•j They are seen to be characterila!:get 

:ha9monktl.on zed by exponential behaviour. 
The value of the temperature de
termined for the two jets on the 
basis of analysis of experimen
tal functions F(b k) is: <T>p = 
= (155 ± 2) MeV for the beam 
fragmentation region and <T> t = 
= (141 ± 2) MeV for the target 
fragmentation region. Systematic 

0,001 0 10 tK 20 o 10 &K 20 

errors in determining <T> are 
about 10 7 157.. 

To compare the properties of 
baryon clusters with the results 
of the analysis it is advantage-Fig. 11 
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Table 4 

Q <T> ,. MeV 

-
0 140 ± 3 

+1 139 ± 3 
+2 133 ± 4 
+3 147 ± 7. 
+4 ...; 123 ± 11 
+5 130 ± 27 
all 141 ± 2 

ous to determine the temperature of jets produced in the car
bon nucleus fragmentation region depending on the number of 
interacting nucleons. Because of momentum-limits in identifi
cation of positive particles the temperature in jets has been 
analysed.depending on the charge Q of the event. The results 
of the analysis are presented in Table 4, where one can see 
that within the experimental errors the temperature in jets 
does not depend on the charge Q and, hence, on the number of 
.interacting nucleons. 

It is interesting to mention that the calculations, perfor
med for e+e- annihilation using the LUND model within energy 
interval W = 6 + 100 GeV, have shown that the multiplicity of 
jets in events rises with increasing the energy in interaction, 
but the temperature of one jet remains approximately constant 
and equal to -150 MeV 181 • Thus, the larger values of tempera
ture cannot be expected in the interactions of hadrons and 
nucleus proceeding on the quark structure level. 

7. SIZES OF REGION OF HADRON JET FORMATION 
AND DENSITY OF NUCLEAR MATTER 

Sizes of the region of hadron jet formation have been deter
mined by studing interferent correlations of identical par
ticles, in this case rr- mesons. The two-particle correlation 
function in the domain of small relative momenta is defined as 

R(q, qo) 
p(q,qo) 

p¢(ci,qo) 
(16) 

16 

where p(iq 0 ) is the de~sity of pairs of identical particles 
in the phase space, .P¢ (q,q 0 ) t:_he d_fnsij:y of pairs under the 
<!_bser:;ce of correlat10n. Here q =(Pi- P 2 ) , Qo = E 

1
-:- E 

2 
; 

P1, P2 and E1 ,E 2 are momenta and energy of particles forming 
pairs. If the space - time distribution of sources is presen
ted as a normal distribution, then the two-particle correla
tion function can be parametrizes by the following expres
sion1241 

~ ~2 2 2 2 
R(q, qo; ro, ro)=A(l+.\e-q ro-Qoro ), (17) 

where r 0 and r 0 define space-time character.istics of the pro
cess of particle emission; .\ phenomenological parameter ac- · 

2.0 .-----......-----

R r0 = 0.60 ± 0.16 tm 

R 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 '-----'-------L.---J 

2.0 r----,-------r----. 

ro = 1.2:!: 0.5 fm 

1.5 

1.0 

1 
0.5 '-----""-----...1....--1 

0 0.5 1.0 

lql, GeV 

Fig. 12 

counting the "strength" of the 
effect; A is the normalizing 
multiplier. One-dimensional di
stributions R (q, r 0 ) have been 
analysed by cutting q o(q 

0 
< 

< 0.2 GeV) because of lack of 
statistics on experimental data. 
Experimental distributions for 
jets in the region of beam and 
target fragmentation, presented 
in fig. 12 were approximated by 
the formula 

R(q,r0 )=A(1+Ae-~2 r~ ). (18) 

Pairs with nonidentical pions 
in this case were taken as phone. 
distributions for they do not 
possess interferent effects, 
but preserve correlations con
nected with division of pions 
into two jets. 

The quality of radius r 
0 

for 
the jets produced in the region 
of beam and target fragmentati
on in the jet rest frame is 
correspondingly: . r0P = 0.65 ± 
± 0.28 fm and r 0 t = 1.2 ± 0.5. 
The absolute value of r o for 
jets produced in the region of 
beam fragmentation is identical 
to the jets produced in e+e- an
nihilation at W = 29 GeV r0 + _= 

e e . 
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= 0. 65 ± 0. 04 1281 • This proves our assumption . that jets in 
the region of beam fragmentation are formed, mainly, by hadro
nization of noninteracting quarks from the incident pion. The 
value of r o in the region of target fragmentation is more 
than r 0 + _ which is due to hadronization of multiquark sys-

e e . 
terns. 

In this case it is interesting to determine the density of 
nuclear matter in processes of jet production. The quantity 
·p was defined analogous to (12). The average multiplicity 
of interacting nucleons for rr-c collisions has been calcula
ted by formula (13) where the v~lue <vp> is determined from 
the distribution of events on .the charge Q. So <v> = 4. 7. 
The radius of, the region of hadron emission in jets has been 
found with account of its expansion R = Ro- v · r, where Ro= 
=·./3ro and v = 0.9 c. Under these conditions the density of 
nuclear matter has been estimated as pI Pnorm = 4. 

Thus, processes of hadron jet production in relativistic 
nuclear collisions are characterized by higher density of nuc
lear matter. 

The estimation of the energy density of secondary particles 
has been performed for hadron jets in rr-C collisions. It was 
calculated by formula 

PE 
E" <n"> + EN<v> 

4/3 rrR3 --. 
(19) 

Here E" = 0.35 GeV is the average energy of pions in the rest 
frame of jets; <n"> the average multiplicity of pions in jets; 
<v> the average number of interacting nucleons; EN = 1. 036 ± 
± 0.002 GeV the average energy of nucleons in the laboratory 
system. The estimation of the average value <n"> was obtained 
from the ratio: 

<n > = <n + > + <n 0 > = < n + > + 
2
1 <n + > = 6.80 ± 0.06 • ( 20) 

" rr- " rr- rr-
The value of the density of the energy at the original moment 
of expansion of jets was equal to 

PE = 1.06 GeV /fm 3 

under these conditions. 
The value of EN can ·be calculated from the assumption that 

pions in jets and nucleons form common expansing system of se
condary particles. Then the average energy of protons in the 

18 

rest frame is EN= E P = 1.15 GeV and the value of the· energy 
density at the original moment of expansion 

PE -=- 1.13 GeV/fm 3 • 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Production of baryon clusters with <!> 1 ~ 60 7 70 MeV 

with properties independent on neither the type of projecti
le nor its energy within an interval of P = 4 7 40 GeV/c is 
observed in p, d, He, C and "- C collisions. The obtained 
result points out that the production of baryon clusters 
of this type corresponds to the asymptotic state·of excited 
nuclear matter. 

2. Estimation of the density of nuclear matter in proces
ses of cluster production has shown that it exceeds the nor
mal nuclear density of carbon. The energy density in baryon 
clusters is PE = 0_.25 .GeV/fm3. 

3. In multinucleon CC. collisions at p = 4.2. A ·GeV/c it 
is observed the production of nucleon clusters with <T>

2 
= 

= 130 MeV, close to the temperature of hadron jets <T> = 
= 150 MeV,produced in processes of quark hadronization. 

The dependence of the effective mass spectra of these 
clusters is satisfactorily described by the function of 
Breit-Wigher. This points out to the possibility of formation 
of quasi-stationary states of nucleons in multinucleon nuc-
leus-nucleus collisions. · -

4. The process of hadron jet production in rr-C collisions 
at P= 40 GeV/c in the carbon nucleus fragmentation region 
is characterized by the baryon density which is approximate
ly four times larger, than the normal one and with energy 
density in jets PE =1 GeV/fm 3• These values of the energy 
density will do for the phase transition in nuclei to quark
gluon plasma, according to theoretical predictions. The re
sults allow to suppose that in relativistic nucl~ar colli-. 
sions it is possible local increasing the density pf nuclear 
matter.- This leads to the quark deconfinement and then to 
the hadronization in the form of hadron jets. The temperatu
re of hadron jets is 140 7 150 MeV. 

Thus ~he existence of the two regions characterized by 
asymptotic properties of excited nuclear matter is shown in 
relativistic nuclear collisions. 
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~H,D;eHKO n .A.' fpHIIIHH B. r. ·, KysHe~oB ~ 
llccneAOBaHHe B036~eHHOH HAepHOH Ma~ 

B penHTHBHCTCKHX HAepHb~ CTOnKHOBeHHJ 

C OOMO~biD penHTHBHCTCKH-HHBapHaHTl 
eTcH npo~ecc o6pasoBaHHH 6apHoH~ K.l 

He- H C-cTOnKHOBeHHHX c HAPaMH C npH 
H npo~ecc poJK,D;eHHH MPOHHbiX CTPYH B 1 

npH P = 40 fsB/c. IIonyqeHbl o~eHKH aeJ 
H nnoTHOCTH HAePHOH MaTepHH B. 9THX n] 

Pa6.oTa BblnomteHa B lla6opaTOPHH Bbll 

• 

llpenpHHT 061>e,IXHHeHHOro.HHCTHTyT& .RAepHhJX HC 
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Investigation ... oLExcited_Nuclear_Mat 
in Relativistic Nucleus - Nucleus Co 

Baryon cluster production in p, d 
with carbon nuclei at P = 4•2•A GeV/ 
duction in n-c interactions at P = 4 
in terms of relativistic-invariant a 
tigations of temperature and density 
in this processes are given. 
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